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Introduction

For many years, brands have had a myopic perspective 
on digital platforms considering it as only a comple
ment to game day engagements. Hence, there wasn’t a 
focus on “Digital First” strategy. Majority of the brands 
resorted to simple logo placements next to social 
media pictures or videos, without spending time in 
understanding the efficacy and potential. However, the 
landscape is changing accelerated by the impact of 
COVID-19.

This study aims to inform the readers on facts 
and findings on digital sponsorship activations 
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Additionally, the 
study provides recommendations to sponsor 
brands and sports organizations to pursue an 
effective digital activation strategy.

Executive Summary
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The COVID-19 pandemic has heavily disrupted the 
sports industry. Sponsorship and brand activations are 
areas that have been severely affected, among others. 
According to IEG Outlook 20201, 5000 brands have 
seen a financial impact of $10B from their 120,000 
sponsorship agreements. At this time, while LIVE 
Sports have made a partial comeback, a fan less stadi-
um atmosphere has significantly impacted the sports 
business. Brands, who had previously relied on game 
day activations to provide product or service experi-
ence to the fans, are now struggling to provide a simi-
lar experience. Digital presents an excellent opportuni-
ty for sports businesses to engage with their fans.

-

In the present new normal, there is value in digital sponsorship activation: reach, engagement, 
customization and convenience. However, several sports marketing executives have a perception 
that digital activations do not provide significant value for sponsor brands. The reality is that the 
digital sponsorship activations can be implemented with limited financial resources regardless of 
in-season or off-season, size of the fan base etc. We showcase several successful implementations 
that trigger emotional responses towards the sponsor's brand from its fans. Sports industry lead-
ers should have a top down digital strategy, tap into the GenZ population and not shy away from 
experimenting using emerging technologies (Artificial Intelligence, Adaptive Machine Learning, 
Augmented Reality, Virtual Reality) as part of their digital strategy in engaging fans.

1“IEG Outlook 2020: Forecasting the Future of the Sponsorship Industry”;
https://www.sponsorship.com/Latest-Thinking/Sponsorship-Infographics/IEG-Outlook-2020--Forecasting-the-Future-of-the.aspx
Accessed 26Jul. 2020



Basic Terminologies

Research Methodology and Participants 
Profiling

This study is built primarily from the insights garnered 
from more than 25 interviews conducted by the 
authors. In total, more than 2500 man hours were spent 
in the entire life cycle of this study - from identification 
of prospects to interviews to data analysis, and design 
and documentation.

The interview participants represented major sports 
teams from different sports and geographies - NRL, 
EPL, Italian Serie A, NASCAR, MLS, Cricket Australia, 
NBA and NFL. Select interviews involved participants 
from sponsor brands, sports agencies and global sports 
management institutes. The interviews were conduct-
ed virtually over video conference on key topics around 
digital sponsorship activation.

Premier League

NASCAR
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Cricket Australia

MLS

NBA

NFL

1. Traditional Activation

Brands have traditionally marketed themselves to sports fans through on ground advertise-
ments at sports events, on air advertisements on TV and Radio, and through Team and Player 
sponsorships. Brands extract maximum benefit from these advertisements and sponsorships by 
activating them through on ground events, licensed merchandizes, and team and player 
endorsements.

2. Digital Activation

Technological Innovation has paved a way for sports teams to easily access and connect with 
their fans. Platforms such as Email, Social Media, Podcasts, WhatsApp, YouTube and Mobile Apps 
have brought fans closer to their favourite teams and players. Brands have an opportunity to 
utilize these platforms to communicate their marketing message and to influence sports fans in 
purchasing their product/service. As more and more fans spend an increasing amount of time 
on digital platforms, it becomes imperative for brands and sports teams to provide fans 
an immersive experience, lest they risk losing out to competition.

3. Social Media

Social media is a subset of Digital platforms and is a major component of digital marketing mix 
for any organization. Sports teams in particular leverage social media in connecting and engag-
ing with their fans. Social media platforms such as Instagram, Twitter, Facebook and Snapchat 
provide innovative tools for teams and brands to communicate and promote their message in 
an authentic and exciting manner.



Digital Maturity Curve

The tool classifies sports organizations into 3 groups - Low, Medium & High based on 5 KPIs that
are applicable with the context of sports and digital. 
 1. Digital Activations
 2. Engagement of Fans
 3. Channels used
 4. Revenue from Digital
 5. Sponsor ROI

Digital Strategy

Digital
Activations

No activations/only
logo presence

Social Media – 
    Instagram, Facebook,
    YouTube, Twitter and
    Snapchat (Any 3/5)

Website (Must)

In addition to what’s
mentioned on Low,

Club App
CRM database

(All of the above)

In addition to what’s
mentioned on Medium,

Club OTT
Podcast
Twitch

(Any 2 of 3)

 Effective use of keywords
  to activate brand

Synergetic content with
  brand’s messaging

Simple Gamifications
   such as Trivia and Contests

Leveraging User Generated
  Contents

  (Any 3 out of 4)

In addition to activations
mentioned on Medium,
Immersive experience
through AR & VR technologies
Digital campaign integrated
with gamification content
Virtual meet and greet

(All of the above)

Engagement of Fans

(Likes and comments
as a % of followers)

Segmented by
number of followers

Channels used

Revenue from Digital 
(% of Total Revenue)

Sponsor ROI

<10 Mn followers <2%

10 - 30 Mn followers <1%

>30 Mn followers

 <5% 5-10% >10%

<=100% 100%-300% >300%

<0.5%

 2% - 3.5%

1% - 2.5%

0.5% - 1%

>3.5%

>2.5%

>1%
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Low Medium High

As a part of this study, we are introducing the Digital Maturity Matrix (DMM) as a tool to bring con-
text and help measure digital transformation of sports organizations. The goal of the Digital 
Maturity Matrix is to help the sports organizations with a self-assessment tool to get a better 
understanding of their transformation journey, quantify with a metric and define goals to move 
from one maturity level to the next. These types of rating and measurement tools are used in other 
industries as a standard and have been proven to be beneficial to help the organizations with their 
vision, strategy and future roadmap. The first version of the Digital Maturity Matrix (DMM) tool was 
developed as a part of this study and the intent is to keep it updated and help sports organizations 
to utilize it.



KEY FINDINGS

1. Digital Maturity

Two parameters, activations and channels were used to plot the digital maturity curve for 
our interviewed teams with the third parameter - engagement kept as the size of the bubble in the 
chart. Two other parameters, revenue from digital and sponsor ROI, have not been considered in 
this chart because of lack of data. The team names are kept anonymous based on the request 
from the sports organizations that were interviewed.

n = 15 teams; % of the sample (classified as per Digitally Maturity): Low - 40%, Medium - 50% and High - 10%

As seen from the digital maturity curve, only a few of the teams can be marginally classified as 
highly digitally mature and the other 90% of the teams were in the low to medium zone. If this can 
be extrapolated, we can find that the majority of the sports organizations would be in the low to 
medium digital maturity . If the organizations make digital a priority and create a comprehensive 
strategy, digital transformation success is bound to happen sooner than later.

2. Social Media is the be-all and end-all of digital strategy

In the past couple of decades, we have seen the widespread growth of the internet, which 
was soon followed by the introduction of social media as a way for people to connect with each 
other. As professionals started realizing the power of organic as well as paid reach through social 
media channels, social media platforms began to leverage this newfound requirement of organi-
zations, and made sure that their respective platforms became business and brand-friendly.

However, in spite of brands starting to engage with their consumers, there is still a wide-
spread perception of that being a ceiling, an insight that corroborates with our research finding. 
Leveraging the power of social media, a lot more can be achieved by sports organizations in terms 
of fan engagement, revenue, sponsor activation, and much more - portraying the power of "Digi-
tal" going beyond just Social Media.

Size of the bubble
refers to degree of
fan engagment
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3. Lack of Awareness on Efficacy of Digital Activations

Reach
Sports organizations are not bound by any geographical borders or logistical limitations. Using 
digital, these organizations can connect or reach out to their fans globally.

While some of the organizations are still struggling with leveling-up from social to the wider digital 
landscape, there are also a good number of organizations that have adapted to digital really well in 
their overall plans. From a sponsor brand arranging a video call between a fan and a player to a 
player giving a shoutout birthday or anniversary wishes to fans, there are multiple ways in which 
sports organizations are approaching the idea of 'Digital' over 'Social'. 

With digital, organizations can go deeper, understand the kind of content that would be best-fit 
for the brand, identify new platforms (like Twitch, for campaigns along the lines of Esports) to 
create new fans thereby generate more value in the life of a fan (Liverpool-Nivea campaign2).

2“NIVEA MEN and Liverpool FC's surprise for care home residents” ;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UOO8tbtdRTI Accessed 21 Aug. 2020.
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A common theme  that we found consistent across several interviews was the lack of aware-
ness on digital activations. Both sporting organizations and brands are at nascent stages of 
leveraging digital activations for commercial purposes. It was observed that either these 
organizations were not at all involving digital in their sponsorship activation mix, or limiting 
themselves to just sponsor logo slapping on their content. Meanwhile, many were also appre-
hensive of the value generated from digital. Hence, we have listed some of the benefits from 
digital activations below.



Engagement
The possibilities of fans engaging with a social media post curated for them are endless especially 
when most sports activities are being held behind closed doors, or with restricted crowds. 

Customization
Digital sponsorship assets are customizable, with multiple versions that can be made available 
across countries, cultures, and age groups, each version resonating with a specific section of fans. 

Convenience
Fans choose when they want to engage with an offering, instead of being forced into it. This 
ensures that the possibility of fans connecting with their teams and vice versa, when they’re pre-
pared for it, is very high.

Adding to these benefits, it must also be noted that the consumption of content on social media 
has seen a multifold increase. One such example is that of Italy where the time spent across Face-
book, Messenger and WhatsApp mobile apps went up by 70% since the outbreak, with ‘group call-
ing’ increasing by 1,000% during the month of July 20203.

In fact, some organizations and brands have chosen this route already, rolling out engaging con-
tent pieces in the form of recorded video calls between players and fans4, recorded videos of 
online training sessions5, and one Premier League organization going on to invite top executives 
of brands in a video call with the team players, the call invite message with the branding of one of 
the primary sponsors.

4. Digital Activations are Cost Prohibitive

In our interviews with stakeholders from several organizations, leagues, and sports, we realized 
that a major concern organizations have is related to cost.

There’s a common misconception amongst the executives that they might not have the appropri-
ate budget for digital activation. This concern gets further exacerbated because of the prevalent 
pandemic situation.

When we dug deeper into this, via our conversations with stakeholders, we came to the conclu-
sion that there’s an alarming lack of awareness about the cost-effectiveness of digital solutions. 
There’s a school of thought that only sports organizations with more financial resources or better 
on-field performance can go digital with their activation strategies. Our research shows otherwise. 

3"Media Consumption in the Age of COVID-19 | J.P. Morgan." ;
https://www.jpmorgan.com/global/research/media-consumption. Accessed 25 Jul. 2020.

4"'Dear LFC...' | Watch Jordan Henderson's surprise call to Reds...";
https://www.liverpoolfc.com/news/features/394499-watch-dear-lfc-jordan-henderson-s-surprise-call-to-reds-fan.
Accessed 25 Jul. 2020.

5"Watch: The Reds check in for latest online yoga session ...." ;
https://www.liverpoolfc.com/news/first-team/393085-watch-the-reds-check-in-for-latest-online-yoga-session. 
Accessed 25 Jul. 2020.
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The table below, through comparison between two organizations, shows that digital activations 
can be done successfully by sports organizations irrespective of aspects like team performance, 
budgetary bandwidth, or even the brand value of the organization.

The above comparison exemplifies that digital activations offer a level playing field for sports 
organizations to engage fans creatively irrespective of the budget, team performance and time of 
the season.

On Field Performance

Sports Organization A Sports Organization B

Financial Position

Sponsor Activations

Digital Fan Engagement

Getting the results on the field,
sitting comfortably at the top
of its league

Revenue (>$500 Mn)

→ Digital Activation via
   Documentaries
→ Investing in Micro/Macro level
   Augmented Reality
→ Encouraging brands to
   leverage the organization’s IP
   on their Digital platforms

High

Rough season, struggling towards
the bottom of its league

Revenue (<$100 Mn)

→ Player Video Calls with Sponsors
→ Video content highlighting social
   welfare being done by a sponsor.
→ Hosting Fun competitions on
   Social, with sponsor branding

High

The thought of the above participant wasn’t isolated. A representative from a commercial 
banking firm also voiced the same concern.

The B2B firms, in contrast to consumer facing firms, sell their product and services to decision 
makers of other businesses. These B2B firms primarily are in the upstream of the value chain. 
For example – Intel, which makes processors for desktops and laptops, and tire manufacturers 
such as Bridgestone and Apollo, which provide tires to the automobile manufacturers.

The products manufactured by the B2B firms such as a chipset or a tire maker don’t evoke 
much emotional response and are simply functional. Therefore, these firms partner with pro-
fessional sports teams and leagues to bring life to their products. For example – Intel showcased 
its technology capability by producing a picturesque sight of Olympic rings brightly lit in the 
sky, made possible by 1,218 Shooting Star Drones6. 

5. Skepticism of B2B brands on Digital Activations
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6“Intel Drone Light Show Breaks Guinness World Records Title at Olympic Winter Games PyeongChang 2018” ; 
https://newsroom.intel.com/news-releases/intel-drone-light-show-breaks-guinness-world-records-title-olympic-winter-games-
pyeongchang-2018/#gs.ec7730 Accessed 25th Aug. 2020



  

7“The Best Ways to Experience Wimbledon” ;
https://www.townandcountrymag.com/leisure/travel-guide/a28538931/the-best-ways-to-experience-wimbledon/
Accessed 25th Aug. 2020

“[Activations] on Digital, 
 it’s tough for B2B brands” 
- An Interview participant.

Similarly, at Wimbledon, American Express activated its brand through a VR Hospitality experi-
ence to Tennis fans and its loyal customers7. And it’s also safe to assume that some participants at 
the hospitality center may become future clients for the bank.

However, because of COVID-19 restrictions and consumer fears, stadiums can realistically host only 
a fraction of their total capacity. Thus, brands that earlier relied on hospitality experience to acti-
vate their brands surely need to find an alternate activation strategy, and use digital activations in 
place of the traditional ways.

We believe this can be achieved through the creation of virtual meetings, Augmented Reality (AR), 
innovative digital content attribution and gamification.

“

Virtual Meetings
Admittedly, stadium experience can’t be replicated through digital medium. However, we can create a similar 
experience by providing exclusive access to brand’s loyal customers to an online video conference with play-
ers, legends or coaches of sporting property. A theme-based meeting will create a further engaging experi-
ence.

Innovative Brand Attribution
Many times, it’s easier to slap a logo on a digital content. However, a subtle keyword inclusion on the title of 
the digital asset can amplify the association of the sponsor. For Example - “Keys to success” digital content 
sponsored by an automobile brand.

Gamification 
Gamification content can further elevate fan engagement and time spent on the respective platforms - 
Mobile App, Web or Social. Games are de facto immersive in nature, and when it’s coupled with the right 
rewards system, it can develop a deeper fan engagement and stronger fan loyalty. 
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8"Juventus launches revamped digital ecosystem developed ...." ;
https://www.sportbusiness.com/news/juventus-launches-revamped-digital-ecosystem-developed-with-deltatre/. Accessed 16 Aug. 2020.

10“Texas eNASCAR iRacing Event Breaks TV Record for Esports Broadcast” ;
https://www.autoweek.com/racing/nascar/a31996587/texas-enascar-iracing-event-breaks-tv-record-for-esports-broadcast/ Accessed 30 Jul. 2020
11“PepsiCo teams with Minnesota Vikings on AR game” ; 
https://www.mobilemarketer.com/news/pepsico-teams-with-minnesota-vikings-on-ar-game/564248

6. Top Down Digital Strategy drives Innovation and Success

World class organizations like Minnesota Vikings, NASCAR and Juventus have a top down digital 
strategy. While Juventus revamped its digital strategy in 20208, NASCAR and Vikings have had a 
long-standing digital focus.

NASCAR first forayed into the digital front in 1994 with its video games9. That was a necessary step 
because unlike other sports, one can’t experience NASCAR in their backyard. And since then, 
NASCAR has followed an innovation and digital strategy. In 2010, it elevated its digital offerings in 
the form of eNASCAR iRacing Series - an annual Esports league sanctioned by NASCAR and spon-
sored by Coca-Cola. The series capitalized on COVID-19 pandemic as its invitational version gar-
nered record TV audience (1.3 Mn10) in Esports history.

Vikings ventured into a digitally focused strategy several years ago, and have experimented with 
multiple digital initiatives. One of the notables was the gamified AR activation, where fans activat-
ed an AR game on Vikings mobile app by scanning code marked on Pepsi cups that were distrib-
uted at Vikings Home games11. This not only led to a better fan engagement but also increased 
their mobile app downloads. 

Juventus has revamped its digital ecosystem by keeping the needs of the fans at the center this 
change12. It has created a new website and mobile app, with a strong focus on user experience and 
consistency across all digital channels. Personalized recommendations and quality content will 
keep the fans glued to the app for a much longer period of time, which enhances fan to organiza-
tion relationship, in turn aiding in sales conversion.

NASCAR, Vikings and Juventus (recent) are great examples of organizations who have strategically 
focused on digital and have taken out time to innovate and experiment, so that during times like 
now they can reap the rewards from their innovation, which will enhance fan engagement and 
monetization (from brands and licensing).

7. Tap the Gen Z through Esports

Average age of viewers of the big 4 sports in the US is around 50. Clearly, sports organizations 
should be devising strategies around digital and start executing on them to attract millennials 
and Gen Z’ers. Digital transformation should be one of their top priorities if they want to improve 
on their earnings. Digital is a huge part of Gen Z’ers and with the recent explosion in Esports, 
brands can sponsor teams that have either a direct or indirect association with Esports since 
brands can come up with creative ideas to easily reach the young audience that would have been 
difficult otherwise with their existing advertising plans and strategies.
 
Gen Z audiences consume advertising in a totally different way than older audiences. They tend to 
follow like minded fans and peers when it comes to buying products online. They also prefer to 
experience first hand digitally before making a purchase. They also prefer their experience gami-
fied and look for instant gratification. So any sponsor brand that includes gamification and gratifi-
cation in their marketing or advertising promotions and activations will benefit from higher reach 
and engagement potentially converting to dollars13.  

9“Sierra/Papyrus NASCAR series” ;  https://www.mobygames.com/game-group/sierrapapyrus-nascar-series. Accessed 16 Aug.2020
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12“Juventus launches revamped digital ecosystem developed with Deltatre” ;
https://www.sportbusiness.com/news/juventus-launches-revamped-digital-ecosystem-developed-with-deltatre/ Accessed 16 Aug, 2020.
13Gillette and Twitch partner on global gaming alliance ;
https://www.thedrum.com/news/2019/03/06/gillette-and-twitch-partner-global-gaming-alliance Accessed 16 Aug, 2020.



8. AR / VR – Far from a serious thought

Prior to our research we believed that most of the sporting organizations would have a 
strong strategy for Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) activations, however that 
assumption quickly thwarted away. Lack of appetite for innovation (stemming from absence of 
digital strategy) and high cost and gestation period (if built in house) of implementing AR and VR 
technologies were some of the reasons consistent across our research findings.

With steep technological advancements, the cost of AR and VR technologies has come 
down, however sports firms need to experiment with these technologies to understand what acti-
vations can best work for their fans. There is no one size fits all solution. This begets sporting 
organizations to be patient with outcomes of initial experimentations as it could be a few years 
before a successful activation is developed, however, it’s easier to scale up from here. For example 
– Minnesota Vikings invested in AR technology in 201714, and is now seen as one of the industry 

It’s safe to say that such teams are rightly placed for creating digital experiences for fans and 
brands during the current times of COVID-19 pandemic. However, most of the other sporting 
organizations have not really looked at these technologies seriously, an outlook that they must 
start to change.

14“TRANSFORMING DIGITAL FAN EXPERIENCE IN SPORTS THROUGH AUGMENTED REALITY” ;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xsMSl3KPxmQ Accessed 21 Aug.2020
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leaders in this domain. More, the team’s other business verticals have shown interest in AR offer-
ings, creating an AR medal for the team’s virtual 5K event.



Key Recommendations

Personalize: Social media engagement is here to stay. But for teams to truly understand  
 their fans and provide a personalized experience, expand on the wider digital landscape  
 to include their mobile app, website and activation with partners like Twitch.

Innovate: Invest in innovation. Find news ways to develop content, engage and gamify  
 fans. Leverage tools and technologies to create an emotional bond with you and the  
 brand.

Think “Digital First”: That’s where the fans and consumers are now. Go beyond logo slap 
 ping to provide a first hand digital experience of your sponsor brands.

Experiment: Virality in activations come from experimentation. AR and VR techniques  
 provide a lot of room for experimentation and teams should embrace them for best  
 return on their assets and brand investments.

Be Inclusive: There’s infinite room in the digital landscape. Open your activations to all  
 brands, big and small, extending your business model for an increased revenue.
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The following key recommendations for digital sponsorship activations should be 
applied in its entirety for maximum ROI given the interconnected relationship that each 
component can have with others.



About the Global Institute of Sports Business:

-

For more information on GISB visit  www.gisbindia.com.

About Fanisko:

Fanisko is a fan engagement and analytics company that offers a B2B platform & solution that 
helps sports organizations to

Identify high value fans through data driven outreach campaigns

Engage them wherever they are and whatever they use

Retain them with personalized interactive digital experiences through Gamification,  
Augmented Reality, & Virtual Reality

Monetize them through sponsor activation and commerce.

For more information on Fanisko visit https://www.fanisko.com. For media requests and partner-
ship inquiries, email info@fanisko.com. 
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The Global Institute of Sports Business (GISB) is India’s first and only industry designed institute
that provides a practical approach to sports management education with a clear focus on 
furthering individual growth, fostering student employability and generating sector impact.

GISB has partnered with the University of Massachusetts Amherst’s - Mark H. McCormack 
Department of Sport Management for the flagship program and has affiliated with top global 
sports organisations including the Premier League, SD Eibar, Sportskeeda, Baseline Ventures and 
Fanisko amongst many others to further the student experience through customized projects, 
case studies, guest lecturers and internship / placement opportunities.


